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Operation

SHAMLICHT KIDS CLUB
OPERATION MINDFOOL

Discordians, like the Shakers, usually don't recruit members when they're children. That's why there's
only a small handful of Shakers left. Don't let this happen to us Erisians!

Professor Cramulus started a jake for the kids.
The site GoGoddess.com helped preteen girls
find their inner goddess. But Eris wasn't
included. This is what we wrote to them:

Dear Go Goddess,
We really like your site, and your
effort to help girls find their inner
goddess. We believe there is a
little goddess in each of us.

We hid eggs with sayings and small toys (not
pictured) for an Erister Egg Hunt in 2009:

But you left a very important one
out! That is Goddess Eris who's
also called Discordia. She got a
bad
reputation
for
causing
trouble, but it wasn't her fault.
She likes to have fun, makes
surprises, and helps people be
creative. Sometimes she gets a
little angry, but she turns her
anger into fun. Without her, life
would be boring!
We hope you'll think about adding
Goddess Eris!
Invation (The Wasp's Nest)
by Adolphe-William Bouguereau (1897)

Photo by Shamlicht AL
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Advertisement

OMGASM Media Presents

An Operation Mindfuck

Cyclopedia

This "guide," like this issue, is not comprehensive--we
wouldn't want it to be. What we're describing is some classic
and a few new mindfucks which you can revive, revise, or
use as inspiration for your own. Sources are listed for each
entry, although we've made some slight revisions.

'Tis an ill wind that
blows no minds.'
-- Syadasti etc.

The Illuminatus! Trilogy

Elppin and no mind images
by Alden Loveshade
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-- Ek-sen-trik-kuh Discordia:
The Tales of Shamlicht

Apocrypha Discordia

-- Ek-sen-trik-kuh Discordia:
The Tales of Shamlicht
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Kerry Thornley, co-founder of Discordianism and Operation Mindfuck, was known for using several
pseudonyms. He might be Lord Omar Khayyam Ravenhurst, Ho Chi Zen, the Bull Goose of Limbo or
Reverend Jesse Sump. Under the latter name he sent a letter to televangelist Dr. Charles Stanley. As far
as we know, this is the first time this letter has been published. Thanks to the folks at
www.kerrythornley.com for letting us use this and to Kerry's brother Richard Thornley for getting this to
them.
The image is of the male couple Zephyrus and Hyacinthus from an Attiic red-figure cup from Tarquinia,
480 BC. The painter is identifed as Douris.

GOD GAVE AIDS TO GAYS

Dear Reverend Charles Stanley
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by Reverend Jesse Sump
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If the penultimate mindfuck is what you do to
your fellow Discordians, then the ultimate
mindfuck may be the one you do to yourself.
There are several mental masturbations in Issue
Six: here are more.
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'We talk to ourselves incessantly
about our world. In fact we maintain
our world with our internal talk. And
whenever we finish talking to
ourselves about ourselves and our
world, the world is always as it
should be. We renew it, we rekindle
it with life, we uphold it with our
internal talk. Not only that, but we
also choose our paths as we talk to
ourselves. Thus we repeat the
same choices over and over until
the day we die, because we keep
on repeating the same internal talk
over and over until the day we die.
A warrior is aware of this and
strives to stop his internal talk.'
-- Carlos Castaneda
in Separate Reality
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The Illuminatus! Trilogy
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OMGASM Media and the You Always Mindfuck the One You Love Department Present

MUTTON CHOPS

by Nigel

At least it was
easy to clean
the poop off
the linoleum
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It was time to
set up Mr.
Wooly
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Earth Elemental copyright 2004 by Kaousuu

The sheep photo by Barry Harter was named
AFSRC Picture of the Week, January 2, 2006, for
the Appalacian Systems Research Center,
associated with the United States Department of
Agriculture. Bathroom image (not including the
sheep) is from the United States Environmental
Protection Agency. The story by Nigel fucked up
this editor's mind.
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-- Ek-sen-trik-kuh Discordia:
The Tales of Shamlicht

Poster image provided by Professor
Cramulus.

Crab photo by Terence Ong
Poster concept by Risus

Poster by Golden Appleseed.
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-- Principia Discordia

-- The Illuminatus! Trilogy

-- Ek-sen-trik-kuh Discordia:
The Tales of Shamlicht
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OMGASM Media and KerryThornley.com Present

An Interview with

Richard Marshall

I was very happy to be able to interview Richard Marshall. He was friends with
some of the founders of the Discordian religion and other revolutionaries of the
1960s and 1970s. He told me about Discordian founders Omar Khayyam
Ravenhurst (Kerry Thornley), Malaclypse the Younger (Greg Hill), Robert Anton
Wilson, The Midget, Operation Mindfuck,
Fernando Poo, and many other people, places and ideas. To clarify
some points that were not clear in the interview, I have added notes in parenthesis.
-- P.H.

Diocesa Solsona retaule 1.jpg Català: Bateig de Crist. Compartiment del retaule del Sant Esperit. Procedent de
Sant Miquel de Cardona. 1410?. Museu Diocesà i Comarcal de Solsona, Solsonès (Catalunya, Espanya)
(altered selection)
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Louise Lacey--P.H.

The Midget
was real. Just
wasn't a real
midget.
The Patridge
Family The TV character was Danny Patridge,
played by Danny Bonaduce. --P.H.
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Playboy

Bobby
Fischer won the World Chess Championship in
1972, and "Maverick" was a 1960s American
television show about a family of expert poker
players in the Old West --P.H.

Playboy

I always
wondered how
Hill and
Thornley got
along.

Principia

That's the
problem with
Operation
Mindfuck: if
you do it right,
you fuck up
your own
Principia
mind.

Principia Discordia
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Discordia

OMGASM Media and Terrorists For Truth Present

Ban Dihydrogen Monoxide!
Jakes are often thought of as mental practical jokes. You send letters/emails/faxes/etc. to get someone to
not only wonder about your motives (is this real or not?), but, ultimately, to question their own version of
reality. But occasionally a Jake will go beyond that. In the early days of the satiric television program
, future Senator Al Franken did a sketch about chemicals in which he deceptively
used the scientific name of a particular substance. Several people used this chemical name in various
mindfucking hoaxes, the first perhaps being Terrorists for Truth in the early 1980s. At the end of the '80s,
Eric Lechner, Lars Norpchen and Matthew Kaufman (possibly the same as Mike Quinn, a founding
member of TFT) famously recreated the jake, and mindfucked students and faculty at the University of
Caliifornia, Santa Cruz. In 1997, Nathan Zohner, a 14-year-old junior high student, won an award after
getting people to sign a petition to ban the chemical. Then in 2004, the city council of Aliso Viejo,
California, was on the edge of banning what is commonly known as....
The version below is not the most famous form of the Jake, but is perhaps the earliest, dating from the
beginning of the 1980s. (Image is slightly altered from one by Booyabazooka)
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OMGASM Media and the 23 Apples of Eris Present
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The Jake That
Changed A World

You've probably gotten annoying emails that claim someone's
dying/died/fleeing the country and wants your help getting money, or that
you've won the lottery somewhere. You know, the ones where you get to talk
to Udum Rippoffi from Dwanzania who "need your desperate help securing
the sum of US$23 million" if "you have give to me your bank account
number and security code so enable an efficient transfer." Or the email
from The Official State Lottery of Utah telling you that, "You've just won the
state lottery prize of $5 million! Send us $85 for processing and we'll send you the money." Believe it or
not, we've read that these scams take in oodles of money.

CON
THE
CONS

Well, this is your chance to get back at the scammers. Next time you do a Jake on someone, you can use
these people's names and contact info as your reply email/return address/phone number. Or send the
scammers themselves a Jake, maybe a chance to win the Fnordian lottery.
Understand that we haven't actually investigated each of these, so can't verify that every one of these is a
scam (We say that only for our legal protection.) Where more than one email address is listed for a
contact, the first one is their actual reply address--this is the one most likely to work. Many use a
different email in their send field to avoid being spammed themselves. But we can fix that.
All of these were used in spam sent in 2009.
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Advertisement

Poster by Anonymous Lifeform
inspired by Kaousuu, Chan Marshall, and
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals

The Illuminatus! Trilogy

The Midget
and The
Captain are
the same
character.

Eric
Voegelin was a political philosopher.
His philosophy is a key part of the
trilogy --P.H.

Correction: it's also
the name of a short film which is about yoga and
sex. --P.H.
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Pyramid
is the first book of
P.H.

--

P.D.

Bullshit makes
The island was
the flowers called "Formosa Flora." -- P.H.
Summa
grow, and
Universalia Principia Discordia
that's beautiful.

Pyramid
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Principia Discordia

Photo of Eskimo family
by Edward Sheriff Curtis (1920s)
The Mighty
Quinn

Jim Garrison
and the Secret
singer-songwriter Bob Dylan. Service drove
The song was made popular in the 1960s by
poor Thornley
the group Manfred Mann --P.H.
mad.
The movie starred Denzel
Washington as the title character--P.H.

The Savage
Innocents
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Richard M. Nixon
was John F. Kennedy's primary opponent for U. S.
president in 1960 --P.H.

I WONDER WHAT SHE'D SAY
by Ratatosk, Squirrel of Discord

is copyright
2009 by KerryThornley.com. Consult that website
for permission to use this article.
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Rant Against OM

A Young Girl Defending Herself Against Eros
by Adolphe-William Bouguereau (1880)

Discordians can get so caught up in their
Eristic doings that they don't think about the
possible consequences of their actions. Most
aspects of OM are relatively harmless, but
some could do great good or great ill. Should
we even have Operation Mindfuck? As found
n the s23.org wiki talk section for Operation
Mindfuck, KunDa and Bmearns present
compelling arguments both for and against
OM.
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Rant For OM
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Admiration
by Adolphe-William Bouguereau (1897)

The Good Reverend Roger Fan Club!
Standup Comedy of Nostradamus!
How to Shoot Cheese!

Brain Surgery for Dummies!
Dirty Bible Verses!
Dead Puppy Sex!
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